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A re-telling and re-imagination of Patanjali's Yoga Sutra by a contemporary teacher.

“Ruth Lauer-Manenti’s latest and most ambitious literary project transforms complex ideas from
Patanjali’s classic Yoga Sutra into real-life moments. The result is a storytelling experience so
visceral one wonders why it had not been done before. If the Sutra speaks truths so large we risk
losing focus, there is a lot to be said for the humble voice that grounds those truths in realities we
can all identify and share. A masterful performance.” (Joshua M. Greene, author, Gita Wisdom:
An Introduction to India’s Essential Yoga Text)“Ruth Lauer-Manenti writes with a poet’s eye,
delicately directing our attention to places of worship, ways of caring and areas we might not
immediately think are worthy of reflection. She is amused, amazed, and perceptive, and in her
world it seems everything is a lesson about how we might live better and find a deeper purpose.
We would do well to listen to her.” (Susan Minot, author, Thirty Girls)"If you want to teach that
which is profound, it is often necessary to weave the threads of truth into a clever story, and this
is what Ruth has done. She has skillfully written in narrative form a retelling of Patanjali’s from
the perspective of remarkable characters, who reveal in the details of their lives how the thread
fell in her hands."(Sharon Gannon, co-founder, Jivamukti Yoga)"Fell Into Her Hands is special
and unique in that Lady Ruth re-tells the Sutra through modern narratives, introducing
characters that are recognizable and circumstances all too human. As a result, this book makes
comprehending the Sutra accessible, relatable, and deeply personal. She is masterful in her
storytelling, in love with her subject, and generous in her ability to share her wisdom with us all. I
highly recommend this book, this teacher, and all she has to offer."(Seane Corn, co-founder, Off
the Mat, Into the World)"I have come across many commentaries on the Yoga Sutra in English
by great scholars. Normally, other commentators explain the sutras with a philosophical
background. The method followed by Lady Ruth is through experience and stories, which catch
the attention of the reader. Transmission of knowledge in India has been through dialogues,
stories, and debates, which we can find in the Vedas and Upanishads. Let yoga enthusiasts all
over the world read this book and reach the state of samadhi or equanimity."(Dr. M. A.
Jayashree) --This text refers to the paperback edition.Book DescriptionA vivid retelling and
reimagining of yoga master Patanjali's Yoga Sutra by a modern master. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorRuth Lauer-Manenti has written three books: An Offering of
Leaves, Sweeping the Dust, and Fell In Her Hands, all published by Lantern. The first two are
collections of short stories given as examples to teach yoga philosophy, that originated in the
classroom and were then edited for reading. The last book Fell In Her Hands is a novel that tells
a story of several characters seeking enlightenment through the human experience of the ups
and downs of life. The novel is inspired by The Yoga Sutra of Maharishi Patanjali: a scripture



written in Sanskrit more than 2000 years ago. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read
more
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The first thing to do is to find a sacred place to live.Ma Bhaskarananda

For Fernanda Manenti
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IntroductionThe Yoga Sutra is attributed to an enlightened being named Maharishi Patanjali,
who lived some time between 400 BCE and 400 CE. There are various accounts about his birth.
One is that he fell (pat) from heaven into the palms (anjali) of a woman who was praying to have
a child. He appeared in the form of a snake, later described as having one thousand heads,
each head representing a pundit, or spiritual teacher, yet all connected to one body or source/
origin of knowledge. The fact that Maharishi (the great seer) first appeared as a snake may seem
strange or even unbelievable to some, but these ideas are meant to be pondered for meaning's
sake rather than argued over for proof. When one looks at the ways of a snake, and animals in
general, one can certainly find a lot of wisdom.The Yoga Sutra is made up of four books with
approximately 196 sutras in toto, which distill the teachings and ideas on yoga that were already
in the Upanishads, composed centuries earlier. Within the sutras lies the essence of yoga
philosophy and practice. The word sutra means “thread,” or that which stitches together, though
often hidden or only visible from the back, as in under a hem. The text is called the Yoga Sutra,
implying that all the sutras stitched together make one sutra, such that each sutra relates to all
that comes before and after, for a full comprehension, much like life. The sutras are short and so
lend themselves well to memorization and discussion. In the minimal number of words lies an
infinite amount of meaning. The text, from book to book, verse to verse, and word to word, is
organized in a way that demands deep study and reflection, inspiring multiple readings with a



wide range of understandings, and one finds oneself taking the text apart so as to put it back
together.I have wanted to write a commentary and translation on the Yoga Sutra for many years,
and began composing a book six years ago. I was especially encouraged by the students at the
Jivamukti Yoga School in New York City, who have expressed gratitude for the way I teach the
Yoga Sutra through storytelling. After three years of hard work, I realized that my understanding
of the text, both intellectually and experientially, as well as my knowledge of Sanskrit (the original
language of the Yoga Sutra), was not extensive enough to write a commentary. So I stopped
working on the project, thinking I was incapable of writing it in the way it warranted. Then one
day, as I was walking down the street, the idea came to me of a female character living in
Maharishi Patanjali's world. She would experience the levels of consciousness that he
describes, while simultaneously inhabiting my mind.The result is this book. The story and its
characters emerge out of the sutras, with the characters developing and evolving through the
various obstacles and challenges that are presented in the Yoga Sutra. What I realized while I
was writing was the story within the Yoga Sutra itself. I decided not to interweave the actual
sutras themselves with Clara's story, and instead have placed them at the end for the sake of
fluidity, so that one can read through the story or through the translations without interruption.My
humble translations of the sutras are poetic and non-literal, offered in the hopes that the
correlation between the sutras and Clara's life give the reader a worthwhile experience. In some
cases, the same idea is articulated in different ways to enter into the abstraction of the sutra, and
make it more comprehensible. I see it in the same way as you might count to 4. There are several
possible means of doing this: 2 + 2, 1 + 3, 3 + 1, but also 5 - 1. You reach the same result, but do
so through many paths. This is how I have shaped my translations and this is the genius of the
Yoga Sutra of Patanjali. You also might like to read this book alongside the Yoga Sutra. There are
many excellent versions available, which vary according to translation and commentary. I
recommend the Science of Yoga by I. K. Taimni and the Textbook of Yoga Philosophy by Shri
Brahmananda Sarasvati.The Yoga Sutra has provided me with a way of life that has led to the
feeling that we animals, plants, and people are not so different from one another; that our
consciousness is one, shared, and pure. I am surrounded by wise and kind people. My
characters, inspired by the people in my life, have come to similar conclusions. I hope I have not,
in any way, offended anyone who might see themselves in one of my characters. My hope was to
represent each character as I see them, lovingly. At the same time, all characters are fictions,
made up of combinations, histories, and stories of those whom I know and those I don't.

Book I: AbsorptionClaraClara lived in the present moment in a house with windows on all four
sides. She liked each of her four views equally and could see them all at the same time. The
trees around the house were old and had grown deep roots. Each tree was unique and she knew
the specialties of their uniqueness. She appreciated their diversity, but in essence the trees were
all the same to her. She felt herself to be made of the same tree-ness and this was part of her
great comfort. The house she lived in at the base of the Pine Forest Mountain was small and



unassuming. It was uncluttered, which allowed the natural beauty to be visible, and since there
were windows on all four sides, the shafts of sunlight moved through the house from all
directions. She observed the dust in these shafts and watched the light move across the walls;
as the light moved, she lost track of time. Having lived in an apartment in New York City for
twenty-five years, with windows only at one end and a building across the street that blocked
most of the light, she was thankful to have windows on all four sides. In the house it was light
inside at times and dark at others, depending on the time of day and the cloud cover.She saw
herself in the trees and knew she was not separate from them. She had come to this
visualization slowly, as her abilities to concentrate became strong from practices she had been
given by her teachers. The spaciousness of her home and its lack of many material objects gave
the atmosphere a sacredness where she could sit, attentive and undistracted, and join with the
spirit in and around her that she trusted. She looked upon this spirit as a teacher or guide. In her
most perspicacious moods she felt this spirit even in a grain of rice or strand of hair.She liked
reading books, particularly those that instructed her on how to live in nature. She loved
Hildegard of Bingen, the visionary born in 1098, who combined writing, painting, and music with
spiritual healing and became known for her powers involving the application of tinctures made
from herbs. Her books Know the Ways and On God's Activities describe the relationship
between the microcosm and the macrocosm of the universe. Her works often focus on patterns
of four: the elements (fire, air, water, and earth), the seasons (spring, summer, autumn, winter),
the humors (black bile, yellow bile, phlegm, and blood), the zones of the Earth (North, South,
East, and West), and the major winds. She understood that the waxing and waning of the moon,
the planting of seeds, the bearing and blossoming of fruit, and the birth of an animal or child all
came from one interrelated divine cycle. She heard celestial sounds she called the “voice of the
Living Light,” and composed music from these experiences. She was one of the first women to
speak publicly about her visions and interpretations of the scriptures, and was controversial and
chastised because of this. When she died, it was said that her sisters saw two streams of light
appear in the sky and cross through the room where she was dying. Clara saw threads between
the visions of Hildegard and that of the sages from the East that lived far earlier than Hildegard,
and felt her life enhanced by her knowledge of their existence.Clara had discovered from
reading Hildegard's books that plants had healing qualities and were medicinal through the trust,
praise, and use of them. She collected thoughts in her mind from books she had read by Leo
Tolstoy that stated that uprooting a flower with a tough stalk kills the flower, so that even when
the flower is in one's hand, one feels empty-handed. The more she learned from her books and
teachers and the greater her attunement to her surroundings, the less worried and nervous she
was; so that the dark thoughts and negativity that had been in her mind steadily
diminished.Clara's father, Eli, came from Austria. At the age of fifteen, he was forced to leave on
account of the impending war. Prior to escaping for America, Eli's family sent ahead all their
valuable jewels. These jewels were placed inside a piano, which was shipped to Philadelphia.
The jewels stayed for a long time inside the piano, and no one knew they were there except Eli



and his family. From this collection of jewels, Eli gave Clara a ring when she turned forty. She
loved the ring, thinking about how it had been hidden away for a long time in a musical
instrument that had traveled overseas and had once belonged to her great-grandmother. The
ring illuminated the poetry of her life and was a symbol of what can't be held, but is expressed
through the ring's placement on Clara's middle finger. She liked the way it felt, how it sparkled
and became part of her routine, as she took it off before sleeping and put it back on in the
morning when she got dressed. The ring was symbolic of the nonmaterial nature that was
concealed and revealed to her at times.She pondered explanations given for the patterns on the
butterflies' wings; but ultimately she felt that the beauty of the wings was better realized without
thoughts. She wondered why leaves turned colors or rain fell or rainbows appeared after it
stormed, and her wonderings led her to a quietude that was fulfilling. It was then that she felt she
could see clearly and it was this vision that made her a spiritual teacher. People thought of her
as a magician or guardian angel and said she was a seer: watching over them, teaching them
how to see. She saw the invisible in the visible and understood what she saw. She worshipped
the world: the tree, the butterfly's wings, the grain of rice, and the dust particles . . . without any
estrangement.Sun and DasOn the east side of Manhattan was a school where Clara was first a
student and later also a teacher. The school was a place where spiritual teachings and methods
were given, as well as the time and space to practice. There was a path that led to the school.
The path had been painstakingly built, one step at a time, by two artists, whom it seemed at the
time to others and perhaps even to themselves did not know where they were going, yet all
along made decisions and acted in ways that revealed they did have a plan after all. The two
were called Sun and Das. They were mirrors and the path they built was a path of seeing.Sun
and Das lived in Wooster, a small town on the other side of the mountain, in a brown house
tucked in the woods, with two ponds. They grew vegetables, herbs, and flowers. Das grew
mugwort and put it in his socks, as it kept the skin on the bottom of his feet soft. He was always
working in the garden, had a long beard, and though he didn't say much, was friendly. He wore a
knitted hat even on the hottest of summer days. Sun and Das had a lot of knowledge about
gardening, and if you wanted to know when to cut back roses or how far under the ground to
plant flower bulbs they could tell you. Many people had lost this knowledge and used chemicals
to make plants grow, and over time the chemicals destroyed the land.Clara's garden for the most
part remained in her mind. She did not have the strength to turn the soil. Where she lived, the
earth was hard as it was mostly clay. Nevertheless, she dreamed of gardens inspired by the
paintings of Claude Monet or Pierre-Auguste Renoir and imagined one day having
them.TheoClara lived with a thin, tall, handsome man named Theo. Sometimes while driving, he
saw flowers on the roadside or in the gardens of what seemed to be abandoned houses. The
houses themselves were deteriorating and looked like dying flowers. He sometimes picked
these flowers and brought them home. Clara liked having flowers in vases on tables inside, even
though she felt bad about their displacement. Hence, opposing thoughts existed in her mind.
Looking at the flowers reminded Clara of abandoned houses. She remembered one in particular:



a large Victorian with a tower on each side, balconies on the second and third floor, many
stained-glass windows, and a porch that wrapped all the way around. Although Clara never saw
the inside, she could tell that it would have had at least two staircases and probably a third. To
Clara, a house with more than one staircase was a more important house somehow. She loved
this house and would go out of her way to walk or drive past it. After some years, the house was
torn down. In its place went something so ugly and poorly made that she herself felt
wounded.MerylWhen Clara was in the third grade, she had a classmate named Meryl whose
father died in the Vietnam War. Clara didn't know exactly what this meant, only that there was a
lot of excitement because her father was finally “coming home” in three and then two weeks, but
then he didn't come home. After that, Meryl missed a month of school and when she came back
the teacher asked Clara to help Meryl catch up on the work she had missed. Clara did not know
what death or war was but sensed that something terrible had happened to Meryl and wanted to
be of help.So she organized her notes to the best of her ability, to be able to share what she'd
learned with Meryl. In the midst of Meryl's sorrow, her lessons with Clara were different from the
other lessons in the school because Clara was trying to cheer her up, and Clara, unlike many of
the other students and even some of the teachers, wasn't afraid of Meryl's grief and didn't try to
avoid her. Clara remained a source of learning for Meryl throughout their lives and Meryl thought
early on that what they were studying was something larger and more lasting than it
appeared.Before this experience with Meryl, Clara hadn't felt that what she'd been learning in
school was all that valuable. But as she passed what she'd learned from her teacher to Meryl,
she herself understood the lessons better and developed a deeper appreciation for study. More
than that, however, was her sense of responsibility toward Meryl, such that she cared more for
Meryl's test results and grades than for her own. These are the types of lessons that are taught
in schools only indirectly. These lessons—responsibility, empathy, friendship, camaraderie—are
there to be learned all the time, regardless of what day it is, and can flow through and unify all
the subjects, whether history, mathematics, English, or gym; subjects we like or not.Later, when
Clara was in high school, the appreciation for learning she'd acquired on Meryl's behalf
diminished. No longer feeling Meryl's profound sadness, and no longer being responsible for
someone whose father had died in Vietnam, Clara lost interest in her studies and went to school
only to meet with friends and then leave, spending much of the day as a delinquent.EmmetClara
had a friend named Emmet who also lived on the other side of the mountain, the same side as
Sun and Das, on River Road. River Road is one of the most beautiful roads in that area. The
houses on River Road are mostly stone houses built in the 1800s and are far apart from each
other, separated by stone walls and stone bridges and close enough to the road that one can
see them easily. Emmet was a painter and for decades he made watercolors of objects and
people that he loved, using the sun, moon, or a candle as his source for light. He had a vision
that belonged to an earlier century, where life was slower, bluer, prettier, sadder, and had more
pathos and time for drinking tea and arranging plates of fruit. He liked watercolor paint because
it was wet and hard to control. He liked the way colors bled into one another, making edges soft



and blurry. When Emmet was in his forties, he fell off a ladder and hit his head hard against the
floor. Ironically, afterwards, much of what he did see was soft and blurry, but within several
months of his fall he completely lost his eyesight. At the time of his fall, something was troubling
him, though what it was he kept silent about. Blind, and with his house so close to the road, he
would walk into the road and nearly get killed, daily.Though Emmet could no longer see with his
physical eyes, he could see in his mind. He remembered what everything looked like and could
describe a painting that he loved better and with more detail than those with sight. He had
always loved and collected antiques. When he lost his sight he still continued to build his
collection. He lived in one of the oldest houses in Wooster. Everything in his house seemed to
belong, and had been perfectly placed in relation to the age and feel of the house. When he was
blind, this perfect placement he'd always had became a part of his blindness, in that he knew
exactly where everything was because of the importance he assigned to where he had put
things. He saw them in his mind, and how he saw them in his mind was how they were. When he
could no longer physically see the objects he owned, he loved them no less and kept everything.
The line between his physical and mental space was a soft one and he took good care of them
both.Eventually, Emmet found it difficult to be alone as much as he was, so Clara spent more
time with him and arranged to be with him on days when he had doctors' appointments or
needed provisions so that she could help him walk down the streets of the small but often
bustling town of Wooster, where pedestrians stop suddenly to send text messages without
considering that someone who may be blind or seeing-impaired is walking behind them. He
would put his hand on Clara's shoulder and she guided him. She felt his large hand on her
shoulder and felt especially purposeful. Emmet was tall and though blind he wore two pairs of
square black eyeglasses, one on top of the other. He was a sharp dresser and Clara always
dressed up for him. Clara only wore glasses for reading and though her reading glasses helped
her to see words, nothing helped her see her world more clearly than walking with Emmet.

Book I: AbsorptionClaraClara lived in the present moment in a house with windows on all four
sides. She liked each of her four views equally and could see them all at the same time. The
trees around the house were old and had grown deep roots. Each tree was unique and she knew
the specialties of their uniqueness. She appreciated their diversity, but in essence the trees were
all the same to her. She felt herself to be made of the same tree-ness and this was part of her
great comfort. The house she lived in at the base of the Pine Forest Mountain was small and
unassuming. It was uncluttered, which allowed the natural beauty to be visible, and since there
were windows on all four sides, the shafts of sunlight moved through the house from all
directions. She observed the dust in these shafts and watched the light move across the walls;
as the light moved, she lost track of time. Having lived in an apartment in New York City for
twenty-five years, with windows only at one end and a building across the street that blocked
most of the light, she was thankful to have windows on all four sides. In the house it was light
inside at times and dark at others, depending on the time of day and the cloud cover.She saw



herself in the trees and knew she was not separate from them. She had come to this
visualization slowly, as her abilities to concentrate became strong from practices she had been
given by her teachers. The spaciousness of her home and its lack of many material objects gave
the atmosphere a sacredness where she could sit, attentive and undistracted, and join with the
spirit in and around her that she trusted. She looked upon this spirit as a teacher or guide. In her
most perspicacious moods she felt this spirit even in a grain of rice or strand of hair.She liked
reading books, particularly those that instructed her on how to live in nature. She loved
Hildegard of Bingen, the visionary born in 1098, who combined writing, painting, and music with
spiritual healing and became known for her powers involving the application of tinctures made
from herbs. Her books Know the Ways and On God's Activities describe the relationship
between the microcosm and the macrocosm of the universe. Her works often focus on patterns
of four: the elements (fire, air, water, and earth), the seasons (spring, summer, autumn, winter),
the humors (black bile, yellow bile, phlegm, and blood), the zones of the Earth (North, South,
East, and West), and the major winds. She understood that the waxing and waning of the moon,
the planting of seeds, the bearing and blossoming of fruit, and the birth of an animal or child all
came from one interrelated divine cycle. She heard celestial sounds she called the “voice of the
Living Light,” and composed music from these experiences. She was one of the first women to
speak publicly about her visions and interpretations of the scriptures, and was controversial and
chastised because of this. When she died, it was said that her sisters saw two streams of light
appear in the sky and cross through the room where she was dying. Clara saw threads between
the visions of Hildegard and that of the sages from the East that lived far earlier than Hildegard,
and felt her life enhanced by her knowledge of their existence.Clara had discovered from
reading Hildegard's books that plants had healing qualities and were medicinal through the trust,
praise, and use of them. She collected thoughts in her mind from books she had read by Leo
Tolstoy that stated that uprooting a flower with a tough stalk kills the flower, so that even when
the flower is in one's hand, one feels empty-handed. The more she learned from her books and
teachers and the greater her attunement to her surroundings, the less worried and nervous she
was; so that the dark thoughts and negativity that had been in her mind steadily
diminished.Clara's father, Eli, came from Austria. At the age of fifteen, he was forced to leave on
account of the impending war. Prior to escaping for America, Eli's family sent ahead all their
valuable jewels. These jewels were placed inside a piano, which was shipped to Philadelphia.
The jewels stayed for a long time inside the piano, and no one knew they were there except Eli
and his family. From this collection of jewels, Eli gave Clara a ring when she turned forty. She
loved the ring, thinking about how it had been hidden away for a long time in a musical
instrument that had traveled overseas and had once belonged to her great-grandmother. The
ring illuminated the poetry of her life and was a symbol of what can't be held, but is expressed
through the ring's placement on Clara's middle finger. She liked the way it felt, how it sparkled
and became part of her routine, as she took it off before sleeping and put it back on in the
morning when she got dressed. The ring was symbolic of the nonmaterial nature that was



concealed and revealed to her at times.She pondered explanations given for the patterns on the
butterflies' wings; but ultimately she felt that the beauty of the wings was better realized without
thoughts. She wondered why leaves turned colors or rain fell or rainbows appeared after it
stormed, and her wonderings led her to a quietude that was fulfilling. It was then that she felt she
could see clearly and it was this vision that made her a spiritual teacher. People thought of her
as a magician or guardian angel and said she was a seer: watching over them, teaching them
how to see. She saw the invisible in the visible and understood what she saw. She worshipped
the world: the tree, the butterfly's wings, the grain of rice, and the dust particles . . . without any
estrangement.Sun and DasOn the east side of Manhattan was a school where Clara was first a
student and later also a teacher. The school was a place where spiritual teachings and methods
were given, as well as the time and space to practice. There was a path that led to the school.
The path had been painstakingly built, one step at a time, by two artists, whom it seemed at the
time to others and perhaps even to themselves did not know where they were going, yet all
along made decisions and acted in ways that revealed they did have a plan after all. The two
were called Sun and Das. They were mirrors and the path they built was a path of seeing.Sun
and Das lived in Wooster, a small town on the other side of the mountain, in a brown house
tucked in the woods, with two ponds. They grew vegetables, herbs, and flowers. Das grew
mugwort and put it in his socks, as it kept the skin on the bottom of his feet soft. He was always
working in the garden, had a long beard, and though he didn't say much, was friendly. He wore a
knitted hat even on the hottest of summer days. Sun and Das had a lot of knowledge about
gardening, and if you wanted to know when to cut back roses or how far under the ground to
plant flower bulbs they could tell you. Many people had lost this knowledge and used chemicals
to make plants grow, and over time the chemicals destroyed the land.Clara's garden for the most
part remained in her mind. She did not have the strength to turn the soil. Where she lived, the
earth was hard as it was mostly clay. Nevertheless, she dreamed of gardens inspired by the
paintings of Claude Monet or Pierre-Auguste Renoir and imagined one day having
them.TheoClara lived with a thin, tall, handsome man named Theo. Sometimes while driving, he
saw flowers on the roadside or in the gardens of what seemed to be abandoned houses. The
houses themselves were deteriorating and looked like dying flowers. He sometimes picked
these flowers and brought them home. Clara liked having flowers in vases on tables inside, even
though she felt bad about their displacement. Hence, opposing thoughts existed in her mind.
Looking at the flowers reminded Clara of abandoned houses. She remembered one in particular:
a large Victorian with a tower on each side, balconies on the second and third floor, many
stained-glass windows, and a porch that wrapped all the way around. Although Clara never saw
the inside, she could tell that it would have had at least two staircases and probably a third. To
Clara, a house with more than one staircase was a more important house somehow. She loved
this house and would go out of her way to walk or drive past it. After some years, the house was
torn down. In its place went something so ugly and poorly made that she herself felt
wounded.MerylWhen Clara was in the third grade, she had a classmate named Meryl whose



father died in the Vietnam War. Clara didn't know exactly what this meant, only that there was a
lot of excitement because her father was finally “coming home” in three and then two weeks, but
then he didn't come home. After that, Meryl missed a month of school and when she came back
the teacher asked Clara to help Meryl catch up on the work she had missed. Clara did not know
what death or war was but sensed that something terrible had happened to Meryl and wanted to
be of help.So she organized her notes to the best of her ability, to be able to share what she'd
learned with Meryl. In the midst of Meryl's sorrow, her lessons with Clara were different from the
other lessons in the school because Clara was trying to cheer her up, and Clara, unlike many of
the other students and even some of the teachers, wasn't afraid of Meryl's grief and didn't try to
avoid her. Clara remained a source of learning for Meryl throughout their lives and Meryl thought
early on that what they were studying was something larger and more lasting than it
appeared.Before this experience with Meryl, Clara hadn't felt that what she'd been learning in
school was all that valuable. But as she passed what she'd learned from her teacher to Meryl,
she herself understood the lessons better and developed a deeper appreciation for study. More
than that, however, was her sense of responsibility toward Meryl, such that she cared more for
Meryl's test results and grades than for her own. These are the types of lessons that are taught
in schools only indirectly. These lessons—responsibility, empathy, friendship, camaraderie—are
there to be learned all the time, regardless of what day it is, and can flow through and unify all
the subjects, whether history, mathematics, English, or gym; subjects we like or not.Later, when
Clara was in high school, the appreciation for learning she'd acquired on Meryl's behalf
diminished. No longer feeling Meryl's profound sadness, and no longer being responsible for
someone whose father had died in Vietnam, Clara lost interest in her studies and went to school
only to meet with friends and then leave, spending much of the day as a delinquent.EmmetClara
had a friend named Emmet who also lived on the other side of the mountain, the same side as
Sun and Das, on River Road. River Road is one of the most beautiful roads in that area. The
houses on River Road are mostly stone houses built in the 1800s and are far apart from each
other, separated by stone walls and stone bridges and close enough to the road that one can
see them easily. Emmet was a painter and for decades he made watercolors of objects and
people that he loved, using the sun, moon, or a candle as his source for light. He had a vision
that belonged to an earlier century, where life was slower, bluer, prettier, sadder, and had more
pathos and time for drinking tea and arranging plates of fruit. He liked watercolor paint because
it was wet and hard to control. He liked the way colors bled into one another, making edges soft
and blurry. When Emmet was in his forties, he fell off a ladder and hit his head hard against the
floor. Ironically, afterwards, much of what he did see was soft and blurry, but within several
months of his fall he completely lost his eyesight. At the time of his fall, something was troubling
him, though what it was he kept silent about. Blind, and with his house so close to the road, he
would walk into the road and nearly get killed, daily.Though Emmet could no longer see with his
physical eyes, he could see in his mind. He remembered what everything looked like and could
describe a painting that he loved better and with more detail than those with sight. He had



always loved and collected antiques. When he lost his sight he still continued to build his
collection. He lived in one of the oldest houses in Wooster. Everything in his house seemed to
belong, and had been perfectly placed in relation to the age and feel of the house. When he was
blind, this perfect placement he'd always had became a part of his blindness, in that he knew
exactly where everything was because of the importance he assigned to where he had put
things. He saw them in his mind, and how he saw them in his mind was how they were. When he
could no longer physically see the objects he owned, he loved them no less and kept everything.
The line between his physical and mental space was a soft one and he took good care of them
both.Eventually, Emmet found it difficult to be alone as much as he was, so Clara spent more
time with him and arranged to be with him on days when he had doctors' appointments or
needed provisions so that she could help him walk down the streets of the small but often
bustling town of Wooster, where pedestrians stop suddenly to send text messages without
considering that someone who may be blind or seeing-impaired is walking behind them. He
would put his hand on Clara's shoulder and she guided him. She felt his large hand on her
shoulder and felt especially purposeful. Emmet was tall and though blind he wore two pairs of
square black eyeglasses, one on top of the other. He was a sharp dresser and Clara always
dressed up for him. Clara only wore glasses for reading and though her reading glasses helped
her to see words, nothing helped her see her world more clearly than walking with
Emmet.Sometimes Clara made drawings of the flowers that Theo had picked for her. Emmet
would ask her to describe her drawings, for he cared and wanted to know. Clara loved these
conversations they had together. She wished that he might someday in the future see again. She
would often want to “show” something to him. He took his blindness relatively well but the depth
of his darkness and loneliness was undeniable as well as his wish to someday see Clara, whom
he had never actually seen, and this pained him at times.TheoTheo was a great reader and
turned to books for wisdom. It was one of his practices. He read with discipline, uninterrupted, for
long periods of time and became a better person because of it. He was different from most
people around him in many ways—one being that he did not possess a computer or cell phone.
He stayed at home reading and borrowed books from the library. They liked him at the library
and if they didn't have a book he wanted they would call to have it sent from another library, even
if it were far away. Clara tended to read scriptures or religious books, or books about the lives of
saints; Theo read fiction, novels, and poetry. He read books about women with powers who
understood the seasons and weather; or who had tragic backgrounds and were melancholy and
made things up in order to get attention; or who were poor or orphaned, or undergoing an
unwanted pregnancy. He read books about men who went to war, committed crimes, or fell in
love with women of a different class during an era when it would never have been allowed. He
read books about survivors—those who had hidden in basements, escaped through
underground tunnels; went hungry; knew sacrifice, loyalty, humility, service; and made good out
of their lives despite the odds being against them. He read books about children, horses,
mothers, death, meal times, bed times, houses in the country with open or closed windows, or



empty houses where people had once lived in stormy places where there was lots of wind and
no trees for protection. Theo was always reading—early morning, late at night, and in the
afternoon. He would often tell Clara about what he was reading and sometimes she would
become so interested that she would start reading the book herself. Mostly, however, she
enjoyed his versions better.Theo was a nurse. Where Theo and Clara lived, in the countryside,
male nurses were less common than in the city. Theo experienced everything as a nurse:
amputated limbs, weak hearts, respiratory problems, liver transplants, questions like, “You mean
she's not coming home?” or “When can I leave?” or statements like, “I just want to feel good
again.” He saw death, disease, despair, and deterioration and, alongside, usually some kind of
underlying sweetness or pathos, something that touched him and brought out his
compassionate side. He was steady in his work, appreciated by his coworkers, and not
motivated by money, of which he did not make much, or so Clara thought, considering how hard
he worked and how close to or at the end many of his patients were. Theo's work made him
patient and wise. He had great depth and maturity and perhaps this was why naturally he was
not much of a consumer; he wasn't thirsty for what it seems many people are thirsty for. It seems
everyone wants something, but Theo didn't have that. He took care of sick people without
wanting reward.EliOn account of Theo's work and his good disposition, Clara's father, Eli, was
pleased with their marriage and they had his blessing. Eli was similar to Theo in that he worked
hard, loved his wife, Clara, and rarely bought anything for himself. Eli didn't read novels or
poetry, though—perhaps because his own life had been so full of extremes, dramas, and
tragedies that he wanted to forget, though he never could. He was a scientist, a good father, a
loving husband, and at heart a gentle man, though he was temperamental and sometimes could
throw a fit that was alarming. In other words, you didn't want to upset him. Clara upset him at her
wedding because he didn't like having his picture taken so many times. She upset him when she
was a teenager because she got into trouble frequently. She upset him when she went traveling
for several years and only phoned home when she needed money. But most of all she upset him
because she didn't have any children.Clara had a brother named Solon, who had two sons. This
meant that Eli did have grandchildren, even if the children didn't belong to Clara. Solon was a
doctor and a very religious man who cared greatly for the books and customs of his religion and
followed many traditional rules that affected how he dressed, ate, and which days he rested;
when he could or could not turn lights on, drive a car, or answer the phone, etc. He knew ancient
languages as well as modern medicine, and what had originally seemed dogmatic (at least to
Clara) about her brother turned out to be a life full of joy and equipoise. His children were reared
reading holy books and hearing stories with morals. They stayed away from television and
possessed an innocence about them that, to this day and now grown men (one an astronaut and
the other a veterinarian), still remains. Clara was amazed by all of Solon's
accomplishments.Clara liked Solon's wife, Esther, who was born in Japan and grew up with the
tradition, culture, and rituals from that part of the world. Though she had lived in America since
her teenage years, Esther had ways of doing things so that even how she folded a napkin traced



her back to her country. She was practical and present and dreamed of her childhood and
upbringing in that distant land. Clara thought of her as exceedingly kind. Like Solon, she was a
doctor, but she worked with people who had no money, had slipped through the cracks, were by
themselves, and cared for by no one; they were unloved, abandoned, homeless, cold, hungry,
soiled, and acutely sick.Esther loved her work. Whereas Solon enjoyed a great amount of
acknowledgment as a doctor, traveled, published articles, and was written about, Esther cared
nothing of such things for herself. They had a great love for each other and never fought, which
Clara attributed to their religion and to all the rules they followed. It was a way of following
patterns that were created so that one felt close to “HaShem,” and it seemed to be working for
them, especially in their marriage. Eli was skeptical of religion and of such laws and restrictions
in general, as he had seen, sadly enough, murder, genocide, holocausts, wars, and hatred
connected to people's narrow and misunderstood interpretations of religion. But he had grown
over time, as he had to, to accept it in his son.Eli was a hard worker. He worked so hard that at
the end of his life he literally couldn't work anymore, because every time he tried to he'd fall
asleep. His life of war, sickness, struggle, love, and the worry that went with that love, and his
temperament—gentle, yet volatile all the same—exhausted him. He had an enlarged heart,
swollen ankles, and a rounded back such that his shoulders were higher than his ears. He had
large brown eyes, distinguished lips, wrinkles, and gray hair that he had even before Clara had
been born. When Clara was a child most of her friends thought Eli was her grandfather, and
Clara thought most of her friend's fathers seemed more like brothers, someone to play
basketball with but not old enough to be a father. Eli was old at forty and lived to be ninety-two.
Clara had wished Eli could have lived longer, but once he became incontinent, he no longer
wanted to live.SarahEli was married to Sarah, Clara and Solon's mother. Sarah could have been
an extraordinary actress and loved the theater. She was also a talented painter and writer, and
probably could have been a successful artist. Instead, she was a dedicated, loving, patient, and
thoughtful wife, mother, and housekeeper. She did act, paint, and write but didn't pursue it with
the rigor that she might have, had she not put her family first. She was naturally a creative
person; she learned languages quickly, understood accents of class and geography, and could
voice these accents perfectly, with ease and fluidity. She was an incredible storyteller and could
talk about nothing and/or everything in ways that people loved. She had a rich life to draw from,
like Eli, with a background of war and many stories of loss and survival in her head.Sarah, like
Theo, was also not an excessive consumer. She attributed this to growing up wealthy, in a
household full of servants, tailors, cooks, and maids, where three generations of her family lived
together in a grandly ornate building, from the Art Deco period, in the best part of Berlin,
Germany. Sarah had two nannies all to herself, as she said, “One to braid the right side, and one
to braid the left side,” of her hair. The family ate sixteen-course meals, in a room full of paintings
by Max Beckmann and Ernst Ludwig Kirchner; the cutlery was pure silver and the frames around
the paintings were gold. Sarah's parents had annual box seats at the opera and her mother had
a reputation for being the best-dressed woman in town. Sarah remembers as a child her mother



entering her bedroom to say goodnight on her way to the opera or some such cultural event,
dressed in a sequined gown and wearing long, diamond earrings.All of that came to an abrupt
end with the war, which left Sarah's family with nothing but the clothes on their backs, quite
literally, and a diet of nothing but potatoes, cooked in a land that she had escaped to but could
never call home. This harsh experience had left her completely unattached and without any
sentiment toward things. She turned away from the label of refugee and the regret of lost wealth,
and embraced family life, just as Clara's father had turned away from his bitterness over having
to leave behind his home and birthplace due to the war, and embraced science.The lives of
Clara's parents were geared toward family, the arts, and sciences. Neither Clara nor Solon were
spoiled, and were not given things as children as incentives to behave well if they were good.
Perhaps because of these influences, Clara had a certain amount of determination to make
something out of her life.The AbbotNear to where Clara lived, at the top of Pine Forest Mountain,
was a Tibetan monastery. Clara had been curious about it for years. She knew that nuns and
monks were in residence there, as well as an abbot in seclusion who was almost ninety years
old and highly respected. She had heard that for the weekend of his ninetieth birthday he would
come out of seclusion to give teachings and tell stories of the Buddha. These teachings would
be given in Tibetan and then translated, as the abbot did not speak English. When Clara heard
which weekend it was, she planned on going, and Theo wanted to accompany her. This was
swell because she enjoyed being with Theo and she was afraid of the drive up the mountain,
which was steep and unfamiliar.Theo made the drive in half the amount of time it would have
taken Clara, past old houses and rose bushes to an area where houses were beginning to be
spread further apart from each other the higher up the mountain they drove. At the highest point,
like churches in Europe often are, with grand views of below, was the monastery. It looked like
monasteries Clara had seen in India, and with the weather being rainy and the sky overcast, she
thought of times in her past where she'd visited similar places in similar weather, in what was
called the monsoon or rainy season. Clara liked the monsoon. Too many bright days in a row she
found difficult.Theo and Clara followed the walking path from the road to the main gate. Inside
the main gate was an overgrown garden, where weeds seemed appreciated and were left to
flower as they pleased. This pleased Clara: the wildness of the land. Theo and Clara took their
shoes off and went inside the temple.Once, many years back when Clara was in India, she was
not allowed inside a particular temple because it was only for men. So at five AM in the morning,
having gone early to hear the low voices of the monks in prayer, she sat outside the doors, which
were open, so she could see inside and thereby still feel a part of it. At various times, the monks
from inside brought her tea, bread, and a mat to sit on, and asked her where she was from.
Some of the nuns, who also weren't allowed inside, came and joined her. Clara was happy they
joined her, as they made her feel that she belonged.Back at the monastery on top of the
mountain, only a few nuns were inside, meditating. Theo and Clara were early. When Clara
walked in, she faced the golden Buddha. All around the Buddha were paintings depicting the
story of his enlightenment. Altars stood in front, to the left and to the right of the Buddha, with



glasses of fresh water and candles burning on top. The altars were tended to differently than the
outdoor gardens. The objects of worship on the altars were placed according to instructions
found in scriptures that contained diagrams and nothing was left to chance.The glasses were
well organized: in rows, with exactly the same amount of water in each glass, and each glass the
same distance apart from another. The candles were precisely placed on beautiful cloths. Vases
of flowers and bells used for ringing at different times during the worship were arranged with
great care. Nothing was random. Clara was excited once inside. She loved the atmosphere and
had in fact at one time in her life fantasized about being a nun. Her husband had even said that if
she were to ever leave him (which she knew she never would), it would be for the nunnery and
not another man.
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